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An award-winning collection of ancient tales and adventure.Heather Forest's artful prose and
keen curatorial selection brings an array of ancient tales of adventure, quests, and heroics to life
for modern readers. This multicultural anthology presents pivotal episodes from epic tales such
as Gilgamesh, Beowulf, the Odyssey, the Ramayana, and more.The collection illuminates large-
scale narratives that were passed on and preserved through the oral tradition long before being
captured in written form by early scribes. With the publication of Ancient and Epic Tales, Heather
completes her long awaited trilogy of Tales From Around the World including Wonder Tales and
Wisdom Tales.These epic narratives remain relevant today as they provide insights into the
complexity of human relationships and the intimate, personal journey of anyone seeking to
understand the meaning of life. This collection of timeless stories includes Norse legends, Greek
myths, Japanese folktales, Persian stories, Irish Ballads and Chinese lore. Offering a global
overview, this anthology of concise retellings also provides endnotes with cultural and historical
background to inspire readers' further inquiry into these enduring tales.

From School Library JournalGr 4-7-This mix of 29 short portions of myths, fables, and folktales
will excite interest. Forest's selection, documentation, and skillful storytelling represent a
monumental expertise. In the introduction, Forest explains that with such a plethora of material
spanning centuries and continents, it was certainly a challenging selection process. She
decided initially to narrow it down to stories with lively plots and characters and themes relevant
to contemporary life, going on to then single out pivotal, attention-grabbing moments, within
those selected tales as a way to encourage readers to seek out the full text. These entries
present a mix of ancient, modern, and contemporary settings, and there are a large number of
stories from countries such as Anatolia, China, Egypt, Greece, Iceland, India, Ireland, Israel,
Japan, Mesoamerica, Mesopotamia, Persia, Rome, and South America. Each is a short taste of
the epic it represents, with familiar tales (Odysseus outwitting the Cyclops; Thor retrieving his
hammer) and lesser-known ones (Hunahpu and Xbalanque bringing the world corn; Finn
MacCoul the giant). The magical text would have benefited from some matching illustrations.
VERDICT Get one copy and hope for an audio edition.-Nancy Call, Santa Cruz Public Libraries,
Aptos, CAα(c) Copyright 2011. Library Journals LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Media
Source, Inc. No redistribution permitted.ReviewIf you have stopped by my blog before, you may
have noticed that I am a sucker for folktales and fables--plus that cover. That cover will suck you
in picking it up. I am extremely fascinated with the stories of other cultures. It is amazing how
many of the mythological explanations for the universe around us are similar. Almost every
single culture I have come across has a flood story. While I initially fell in love with folktales
learning about my English roots, I found an increasing similarity of stories around the world.



Then, I started researching biblical stories and tying them together with oral stories of isolated
cultures. I began to have a strong feeling that what I had always dismissed as a child must have
some foundation in truth.Heather Forest also has an interest in folktales and fables of the world.
She has spent years researching these tales. Many have begun as oral histories passed from
teacher to disciple for generations before ever being recorded on hard medium. As any person
who has played telephone as a child, you will realize how distorted this has made many of the
tales. What Ms. Forest is attempting to accomplish with this collection is a middle ground for the
stories. She has taken all the renditions she has uncovered over the years and seen where the
picture overlaps and trimmed away the strands that have diverged.She also included a little
narrative to flesh out the protagonists like any disciple of folktales would to make the rendition
her own. This doesn't bother me in the way alternative history gives narrative to Einstein or
others because, while I have begun to believe these ancient historical figures may have indeed
been a factual part of our history, many stories were created by the people to explain life and the
gods to children. Their narrative started out as fiction; so it can remain fiction.These collected
stories are a quick read and well worth it. All the cultures are represented and would make an
excellent beginning collection for children. They will be able to get a sense for the vastness of
the world in just one book. Hopefully collections like this can keep the integrity of folktales alive
for many generations to come. (Star Bookworm)This a beautifully written book of epic tales from
around the world. Some, including Aesop's Fables, or Sir Gawain and the Green Knight were
familiar to me, but there were several that were new to me, such as Mwindo's journey, an African
tale. It is a pleasure reread the familiar tales as well as the new. The tales are timeless in the
sense that they are still relevant today, touching on life's lessons in an engaging and vibrant way.
The stories are evocatively retold in an accessible style, equally enjoyable for adult or older
child. I like to collect tales of wisdom and this is certainly one worth having on the shelf. (Janey
Colbourne Heartseer)There's a reason why old tales continue to be told: old tales are amazing.
This is a collection of what might be said to be the best stories in the world. Lots of them I knew
because I've read them in full, like The Odyssey and Beowulf and Aesop's Fables, but many of
them were stories I've heard of but never read, like One Thousand and One Nights and
Gilgamesh, and still more were stories I've never even heard of, like The Kojiki from Japan and
The Ramayana from India.Still, every story was excellent, well told and resonant.Don't buy this
book for its cover. Don't buy this book for its illustrations. Buy this book for the stories. (Deb
Nance Readerbuzz)About the AuthorHeather Forest is an award-winning author of folktale
anthologies and picture books including the best selling, Stone Soup. Heather combines her
unique blend of elegance and wit along with a poet's touch to bring classic stories to life from the
world's folklore tradition. She is also a popular performer and she has been featured at festivals,
theaters and conferences internationally. When Heather originally begins working on a story, like
the bards from the oral tradition, she likes to sing the story until the rhythm, tone and words work
together in harmony to capture the exact feeling she is looking to create. Heather lives on a
working organic farm with her husband just outside of Huntington, New York on Long



Island.Read more
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Noa Baum, “Excellent in every way. Excellent in every way! readable and alive with wonderful
selections from the great epics. Makes you want to read them all.I also loved the detailed
sources. This book is a must to storytellers and story lovers.”

wilco, “Five Stars. Great!”

Autumn Fallen Over Book Reviews, “K didn't seem as interested in this book like I was. We
received this book to give an honest review.K didn't seem as interested in this book like I was. I
love reading about myths and folk lore that has been past on through the ages of time. I think the
reason K didn't really enjoy the book as much was because it was so long and it was a bit more
advanced for him.The stories vary from Beowulf, to The Green Man (which that was one story
that K did like a bit), there are stories from India which was neat. So it was not just Greek
mythology but tales like it says in the title from around the world.I would say this book would be
better for kids maybe in the 5th grade and up or those that really like story telling and folk
lore.Questions and Answers with K1. Did you like the book in general?"Not really I didn't know
much of what was going on and it was really long."2. Did you have a favorite story?"Yes, I really
like the Green Man and how he gave the knight a test"”

Ebook Library Reader, “Stories to Savor; Cited Sources to Inspire your own Research. A review
by Susan Klein, M.Ed., storyteller, author, narrative consultant and presentation
coach©2016Ancient and Epic Tales affords the reader an opportunity to bask in the scholarly
endeavors of long-time, and much revered American minstrel and storyteller Dr. Heather Forest
as she celebrates world cultures through the richness of some of their oldest and most-
treasured stories.Dr. Forest’s retellings retain the essence of the ancients while opening a
welcoming pathway into texts and stories that, to some, may have seemed too daunting to
pursue. Whether traveling alongside Odysseus of the Greeks or Gilgamesh of the Sumerians,
Ireland’s Finn MacCoul’s sharp-witted wife Oonagh or Mulan of China, the reader is swept into a
global journey, continent by continent, through an inviting tale with evocative imagery “drawn” by
this pre-eminent storyteller.The fresh versions of these tales alone are a gift; but a deeper
treasure lies at the end of the book – copious detailed notes of the history of the stories and the
cultural context wherein these stories were told in the oral tradition long before they were
captured in print are coupled with a wealth of cited sources.To a lover of tales, this book is a
marvelous dessert following Dr. Forest’s first two editions in the trilogy, Wisdom Tales and
Wonder Tales. To a contemporary storyteller, Ancient and Epic Tales is a sumptuous feast of
tantalizing imagery, heroic adventures, and a bountiful cache of historical information and
sources from which to launch one’s own research.Dr. Forest’s generosity in providing a story-by-
story list of sources affords the modern storyteller a solid platform from which to begin, saving
following tellers enormous research time. Ancient and Epic Tales will no doubt inspire you to add



Dr. Forest’s Wisdom Tales and Wonder Tales to your personal library as well to complete this
lovely trilogy which celebrates the particular and global imagination.”

Library Media Specialist E. Jacobskind, “Highly Recommended. This diverse anthology
introduces the reader to classic folk literature spanning the ages of humanity. What makes this
volume unique is way in which the stories are told. Folklore, which originated in oral retelling, and
the stories herein are perfect for reading aloud. The tales provide an excellent introduction to the
unabridged epics. As stand-alone stories, they spotlight the virtues of heroism, always valuable
to the fabric of society. End notes provide background information. 4th grade and up.”

Thomas Neile, “the heart and knowledge that have gone into this book make it an important
addition to any bookshelf and a wonderful gift. With. From start to finish, a treasure. The
selections, the retellings, and above all, the heart and knowledge that have gone into this book
make it an important addition to any bookshelf and a wonderful gift. With storytellers like Heather
Forest keeping tales like these alive, we can rest assured that our human legacy is well taken
care of. I love it!”

The book by John Bona has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 22 people have provided feedback.
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